Chart 1.0 – Calendar Year 2017 All Ships, All Drafts
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Chart 5.1 – Calendar Year 2017 Other Cargo Ship Tracks, Drafts Less than 35 Feet
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Chart 5.2 – Calendar Year 2017 Other Cargo Ship Tracks, Drafts between 35 and 45 Feet
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Chart 16.1 – Calendar Year 2018 Support/Other Vessels, Drafts Less than 35 Feet
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Chart 16.3 – Calendar Year 2018 Support/Other Vessels, Drafts Greater than 45 Feet
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Chart 21.2 – Calendar Year 2019 Other Cargo Ship Tracks, Drafts between 35 and 45 Feet
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Chart 22.0 – Calendar Year 2019 Fishing Vessels, All Drafts (No Drafts Greater Than 35 Feet)
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Chart 23.0 – Calendar Year 2019 Towing Vessels, All Drafts (No Drafts Greater Than 35 Feet)
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Chart 26.0 – Calendar Year 2019 Pleasure Vessels, All Drafts (No Drafts Greater Than 35 Feet)
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